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The Philosophy of John Stuart Mill 1987
john finnis is a pioneer in the development of a new yet classically grounded theory of natural law his work offers a
systematic philosophy of practical reasoning and moral choosing that addresses the great questions of the rational
foundations of ethical judgments the identification of moral norms human agency and the freedom of the will
personal identity the common good the role and functions of law the meaning of justice and the relationship of
morality and politics to religion and the life of faith the core of finnis theory articulated in his seminal work natural
law and natural rights has profoundly influenced later work in the philosophy of law and moral and political
philosophy while his contributions to the ethical debates surrounding nuclear deterrence abortion euthanasia
sexual morality and religious freedom have powerfully demonstrated the practical implications of his natural law
theory this volume which gathers eminent moral legal and political philosophers and theologians to engage with
john finnis work offers the first sustained critical study of finnis contribution across the range of disciplines in
which rational and morally upright choosing is a central concern it includes a substantial response from finnis
himself in which he comments on each of their 27 essays and defends and develops his ideas and arguments

Reason, Morality, and Law 2013-03-21
this work provides a new stoic reading of the fourth gospel with particular attention to its cosmology epistemology
and ethics

John and Philosophy 2017
john norris was a 17th century english philosopher theologian and mystic who was influenced by both platonism
and christianity mackinnon provides a detailed study of his life and works with a focus on his contributions to the
philosophy of mind and the problem of evil this book will be of interest to scholars of philosophy theology and
intellectual history this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Philosophy of John Norris of Bemerton 2023-07-18
excerpt from the philosophy of john norris of bemerton among the men in all the ages who have been lovers of the
sight of truth there are some whose interest for later generations lies not in great discoveries of new aspects of
that truth nor in bringing to expression the half thoughts of those who were before them but rather in the meaning
of their failure in the significance of what they did not attain of these is john norris of bemerton a follower of plato
and the schoolmen yet with a quick interest in the science and mathematics of his own day he attempted to give an
account of reality which should reconcile philosophy and science with religion but succeeded only in making clear
the difficulties of his chosen theories and in helping to point out the way which later philosophies were to take
from one point of view norris is the last upholder of the tradition of platonic idealism from another he is the
forerunner of mod ern idealistic theories revealing the inadequacy of the one by his very insistence upon it he is
blinded to the possibility of the other not through timidity for he adopted male branche s theory in spite of the
scorn with which it was re ceived by some of his contemporaries but rather through a too great reverence for the
past he fails to make any real advance and leaves to others the task of determining the future about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works

The Philosophy of John Norris of Bemerton (Classic Reprint)
2017-12-22
the esteemed psychologist and thinker john dewey headed for previously unexplored philosophical territory with
this influential work written shortly after world war i it embodies dewey s system of pragmatic humanism and
maintains that individuals can attain a more ordered and intelligent happiness by reconsidering the ultimate
effects of their deepest beliefs and feelings with its promise of achieving an understanding of the past and
attaining a brighter future reconstruction in philosophy remains ever relevant a modern classic philosophy and
phenomenological research
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Reconstruction in Philosophy 2004-06-11
offers clear and instructive wisdom on how love of life enriches and drives human existence even in the face of
inevitable sadness loss and death ancient philosophers used to write how to manuals for living the classical
american philosophers dewey santayana james and royce all published works that dealt with everyday concerns
and issues that affected all people yet today many academic philosophers talk mostly among themselves about
technical points in logic or semantics or other abstruse subjects less applicable to everyday life not john lachs in
this engaging book lachs reminds us of the centrality of philosophy to life he provides us with a philosophy of living
and a framework to apply to the most basic and critical issues we face he enables us to see things in new and
expansive ways fundamental ethical choices such as suicide and euthanasia the trying and often meaningless
circumstances of modern life confusions of ends and means and just being tired of it all these concerns all come
under lachs s discerning eye he advocates confronting the complexities of life head on with courage and
persistence only through our own efforts and activities can we place our experiences in new and broader contexts
enabling us to find release from despair and frustration and to derive the most out of even the worst situations
lachs shows that the good life involves joyous energy to the end in love with life will help readers tap life s
resources to face inescapable sadness loss and death this is a book for everyone who has ever wondered how to
reconcile the pervasive joys and frequent doubts that life presents to all of us thoughtful readers will find both
inspiration and tough minded virtue in this book

In Love with Life 1998
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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New Studies in the Philosophy of John Dewey 1977
in a free society it is common to hear the request that one keep an open mind just what exactly is it however to
keep an open mind how does open mindedness function how does it square with important personal commitments
these issues are particularly acute when it comes to matters of religious belief in which open mindedness can
sound to the pious a bit too much like doubt certainly in a discipline whose discourse remains rational dialogue
effort should be spent discerning the contours of this virtue especially in light of its formal role in establishing
responsiveness to new inquiries in matters philosophical and religious this book provides a collection of essays
serving to promote conversation about open mindedness its virtue or lack thereof and its role and application in
problems in the philosophy of religion in particular

JOHN NAGLES PHILOSOPHY 2016-08-28
this is a major reinterpretation of ancient philosophy that recovers the long greek and roman tradition of
philosophy as a complete way of life and not simply an intellectual discipline distinguished philosopher john cooper
traces how for many ancient thinkers philosophy was not just to be studied or even used to solve particular
practical problems rather philosophy not just ethics but even logic and physical theory was literally to be lived yet
there was great disagreement about how to live philosophically philosophy was not one but many mutually opposed
ways of life examining this tradition from its establishment by socrates in the fifth century bce through plotinus in
the third century ce and the eclipse of pagan philosophy by christianity pursuits of wisdom examines six central
philosophies of living socratic aristotelian stoic epicurean skeptic and the platonist life of late antiquity the book
describes the shared assumptions that allowed these thinkers to conceive of their philosophies as ways of life as
well as the distinctive ideas that led them to widely different conclusions about the best human life clearing up
many common misperceptions and simplifications cooper explains in detail the socratic devotion to philosophical
discussion about human nature human life and human good the aristotelian focus on the true place of humans
within the total system of the natural world the stoic commitment to dutifully accepting zeus s plans the epicurean
pursuit of pleasure through tranquil activities that exercise perception thought and feeling the skeptical eschewal
of all critical reasoning in forming their beliefs and finally the late platonist emphasis on spiritual concerns and the
eternal realm of being pursuits of wisdom is essential reading for anyone interested in understanding what the
great philosophers of antiquity thought was the true purpose of philosophy and of life
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Open-mindedness in Philosophy of Religion 2019-08-22
for many of us the term medieval philosophy conjures up the figure of thomas aquinas and is closely intertwined
with religion in this very short introduction john marenbon shows how medieval philosophy had a far broader
reach than the thirteenth and fourteenth century universities of christian europe and is instead one of the most
exciting and diversified periods in the history of thought introducing the coexisting strands of christian muslim and
jewish philosophy marenbon shows how these traditions all go back to the platonic schools of late antiquity and
explains the complex ways in which they are interlinked providing an overview of some of the main thinkers such
as boethius abelard al fârâbî avicenna maimonides and gersonides and the topics institutions and literary forms of
medieval philosophy he discusses in detail some of the key issues in medieval thought universals mind body and
mortality foreknowledge and freedom society and the best life about the series the very short introductions series
from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are
the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new
ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable

A Philosophy of Education 1965
nobody reads mill today wrote a reviewer in time magazine a few years ago one could scarcely praise mr melvin
maddocks who penned that remark for his awareness of the present state of mill studies for of all nineteenth
century philosophers who wrote in english it is 1 s mill who remains the most read today yet it would not be so far
from the truth to say that very few people pay much serious attention nowadays to mill s writings about logic and
metaphysics as distinct from those on ethical and social issues despite the fact that mill put enormous effort into
their composition and through them exerted a considerable influen ce on the course of european philosophy for the
rest of his century but the only sections of a system of logic 1843 and an examination of sir william hamilton s
philosophy 1865 to which much reference is now made comprise only a small proportion of those very large books
and the prevailing assumption is that mill s theories about logical and meta physical questions are with few
exceptions of merely antiquarian in terest bertrand russell once said that mill s misfortune was to be born at the
wrong time russell 1951 p 2 it can certainly appear that mill chose an inauspicious time to attempt a major work on
logic
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Philosophy And Education In Their Historic Relations 1993-07-14
john dewey is considered not only as one of the founders of pragmatism but also as an educational classic whose
approaches to education and learning still exercise great influence on current discourses and practices
internationally in this book the authors first provide an introduction to dewey s educational theories that is founded
on a broad and comprehensive reading of his philosophy as a whole they discuss dewey s path breaking
contributions by focusing on three important paradigm shifts namely the cultural constructive and communicative
turns in twentieth century educational thinking secondly the authors recontexualize dewey for a new generation
who has come of age in a very different world than that in which dewey lived and wrote by connecting his
philosophy with six recent and influential discourses bauman foucault bourdieu derrida levinas rorty these serve as
models for other recontexualizations that readers might wish to carry out for themselves

Pursuits of Wisdom 2013-08-25
john palmer develops and defends a modal interpretation of parmenides according to which he was the first
philosopher to distinguish in a rigorous manner the fundamental modalities of necessary being necessary non
being or impossibility and non necessary or contingent being this book accordingly reconsiders his place in the
historical development of presocratic philosophy in light of this new interpretation careful treatment of parmenides
specification of the ways of inquiry that define his metaphysical and epistemological outlook paves the way for
detailed analyses of his arguments demonstrating the temporal and spatial attributes of what is and cannot not be
since the existence of this necessary being does not preclude the existence of other entities that are but need not
be parmenides cosmology can straightforwardly be taken as his account of the origin and operation of the world s
mutable entities later chapters reassess the major presocratics relation to parmenides in light of the modal
interpretation focusing particularly on zeno melissus anaxagoras and empedocles in the end parmenides
distinction among the principal modes of being and his arguments regarding what what must be must be like
simply in virtue of its mode of being entitle him to be seen as the founder of metaphysics or ontology as a domain
of inquiry distinct from natural philosophy and theology an appendix presents a greek text of the fragments of
parmenides poem with english translation and textual notes
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Medieval Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction 2016-01-28
this book introduces readers to thomistic philosophy through selected topics such as being god teleology truth
persons and knowledge ethics and universals john peterson discusses metaphysics and the essence existence
distinction and presents what he believes is aquinas strongest theistic proof he offers a new defense aquinas idea
of natural ends based on the distinction between immanent and transient change unveiling the complexity of
aquinas account of truth peterson shows the hierarchical levels of truth in the thought of st thomas the book
explains why aquinas would reject cartesian dualism as well as both materialism and epiphenomenalism on the
body mind issue defending the basis of aquinas natural law ethics introduction to thomistic philosophy reveals the
role of universalizability and the relation of right and good in his ethics

Logic and Reality in the Philosophy of John Stuart Mill 1988-10-31
the epic wisdom contained in a lost library helps the author turn his life around john kaag is a dispirited young
philosopher at sea in his marriage and his career when he stumbles upon west wind a ruin of an estate in the
hinterlands of new hampshire that belonged to the eminent harvard philosopher william ernest hocking hocking
was one of the last true giants of american philosophy and a direct intellectual descendent of william james the
father of american philosophy and psychology with whom kaag feels a deep kinship it is james s question is life
worth living that guides this remarkable book the books kaag discovers in the hocking library are crawling with
insects and full of mold but he resolves to restore them as he immediately recognizes their importance not only
does the library at west wind contain handwritten notes from whitman and inscriptions from frost but there are
startlingly rare first editions of hobbes descartes and kant as kaag begins to catalog and read through these
priceless volumes he embarks on a thrilling journey that leads him to the life affirming tenets of american
philosophy self reliance pragmatism and transcendence and to a brilliant young kantian who joins him in the
restoration of the hocking books part intellectual history part memoir american philosophy is ultimately about love
freedom and the role that wisdom can play in turning one s life around

John Dewey’s Philosophy of Education 2012-09-06
john wisdom and the breadth of philosophy hham dhman 1 the essays in this volume the essays following the two
pieces by john wisdom have all been written by philosophers who are former students or friends of wisdom or who
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have a high regard for his work their contributions were all written with him in mind and to be discussed at a
conference honouring his work this conference was held in august 1983 at trinity college cambridge of which
wisdom has been a fellow since 1935 wisdom is a master of discursive reasoning and one of his distinctive
contributions in philosophy has been to examine its various forms and their interconnections particularly the form
it takes in philosophical inquiry and the way it advances our understanding there his concern to bring out the links
between all that is abstract in such reasoning and the concrete and particular is well known and represented in
many of the essays in this volume but wisdom has also a deep appreciation of the kind of understanding that is
advanced non discursively as he puts it in the first piece in this volume however skilled a good critic i am sure that
much of what makes hamlet hamlet will run between his fingers he has himself advanced our understanding on
many questions in philosophy in this way not simply by what he has said but also by what he has suggested
between the lines

Parmenides and Presocratic Philosophy 2009-10-29
john mcdowell s contribution to philosophy has ranged across greek philosophy philosophy of language philosophy
of mind metaphysics and ethics his writings have drawn on the works of amongst others aristotle kant hegel frege
russell wittgenstein sellars and davidson his contributions have made him one of the most widely read discussed
and challenging philosophers writing today this book provides a careful account of the main claims that mcdowell
advances in a number of different areas of philosophy the interconnections between the different arguments are
highlighted and tim thornton shows how these individual projects are unified in a post kantian framework that
articulates the preconditions of thought and language thornton sets out the differing strands of mcdowell s work
prior to and leading up to their combination in the broader philosophical vision revealed in mind and world and
provides an interpretative and critical framework that will help shape ongoing debates surrounding mcdowell s
work an underlying theme of the book is whether mcdowell s therapeutic approach to philosophy which owes much
to the later wittgenstein is consistent with the substance of mcdowell s discussion of nature that uses the
vocabulary of other philosophers including centrally kant

Introduction to Thomistic Philosophy 2012-12-14
in this wide ranging volume of philosophical essays john haldane explores some central areas of social life and
issues of intense academic and public debate these include the question of ethical relativism fundamental issues in
bioethics the nature of individuals in relation to society the common good public judgement of prominent
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individuals the nature and aims of education cultural theory and the relation of philosophy to art and architecture

American Philosophy 2016-10-11
this book provides a formidable yet comprehensive overview of the life and works of this scottish born medieval
philosopher theologian

Philosophy and Life 2011-10-12
western philosophy an anthology provides the most comprehensive and authoritative survey of the western
philosophical tradition from ancient greece to the leading philosophers of today features substantial and carefully
chosen excerpts from all the greats of philosophy arranged thematically and chronologically readings are
introduced and linked together by a lucid philosophical commentary which guides the reader through the key
arguments embraces all the major subfields of philosophy theory of knowledge and metaphysics philosophy of mind
religion and science moral philosophy theoretical and applied political theory and aesthetics updated edition now
includes additional contemporary readings in each section augmented by two completely new sections on logic and
language and philosophy and the meaning of life

John McDowell 2014-12-18
this critical edition of the influence of darwin on philosophy and other essays in contemporary thought presents the
results of john dewey s patient construction throughout the previous sixteen years of the radically new view of the
methods and concerns of philosophical inquiry it was a view that he continued to defend for the rest of his life

Practical Philosophy 2011-12-02
typescripts essays and an authoritative edition of knowing and the known dewey s collaborative work with arthur f
bentley in an illuminating introduction t z lavine defines the collaboration s three goals the construction of a new
language for behavioral inquiry a critique of formal logicians in defense of dewey s logic and a critique of logical
positivism in dewey s words largely due to bentley i ve finally got the nerve inside of me to do what i should have
done years ago what is it to be a linguistic sign or name and values valuations and social facts both written in 1945
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are published here for the first time

The Philosophy of John Duns Scotus 2006
rationality requires that we intend the means that we believe are necessary for achieving our ends instrumental
rationality explores the formulation and status of this requirement of means ends coherence in particular it is
concerned with understanding what means ends coherence requires of us as believers and agents and why means
ends coherence is a genuine requirement of rationality and cannot be explained away as a myth confused with a
disjunction of requirements to have or not have specific attitudes nor is means ends coherence strongly normative
such that we always ought to be means ends coherent a promising strategy for assessing why this requirement
should exist is to consider the constitutive aim of intention just as belief has a constitutive aim truth that can
explain some of the theoretical requirements of consistency and coherence governing beliefs intention has a
constitutive aim here called controlled action that can explain some of the requirements of consistency and
coherence governing intentions we can therefore better understand means ends coherence by understanding the
constitutive aims of both of the attitudes governed by the requirement intention and belief

Lectures on Moral Philosophy 1912
this volume introduces a new subseries of philosophy and medicine classics of medical ethics the purpose of this
new subseries is to bring out scholars editions of major works in the history of medical ethics and philosophy of
medicine this new subseries will target for publication texts that are long out of print and difficult to access each
volume will contain an introduction to the writings on medical ethics and philosophy of medicine produced by the
original author each volume will also contain a guide to the primary and major secondary hterature to facilitate
teaching and scholarship in bioethics philosophy of medicine and history of medicine texts will be presented in
their origi nal style and will provide pagination of the original so that citations can be made either to the original
text or to the page numbers in these vol umes finally each volume will be well indexed again to facilitate teaching
and research bioethics and philosophy of medicine the former more so than the latter have an insufficiently
developed understanding of themselves as having a history as a consequence these fields lack the maturity that
critical dialogue of the past with the present provides for other fields and disciplines of the humanities to the
extent that this problem is due to the fact that major primary historical sources are not readily available this
subseries will contribute to the further development and maturation of bioethics and philosophy of medicine as
fields of the humanities
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Western Philosophy 2007-11-28
a reprint of the 1880 classic work by john caird

The Writings of John Fiske ...: Outlines of cosmic philosophy 1902
drawing on the work of popular american writers american philosophers and continental thinkers this book
provides a new interpretation of pragmatism and american philosophy

The Influence of Darwin on Philosophy and Other Essays in
Contemporary Thought 2007
in the first in a new series of easily digestible commute lengthbooks of original philosophy renowned thinker john d
caputo explores the many notions of truth and what it really means riding to work in the morning has has become
commonplace we ride everywhere physicians and public health officials plead with us to get out and walk to get
some exercise people used to live within walking distance to the fields in which they worked or they worked in
shops attached to their homes now we ride to work and nearly everywhere else which may seem an innocent
enough point and certainly not one on which we require instruction from the philosophers but truth be told it has
in fact precipitated a crisis in our understanding of truth arguing that our transportation technologies are not
merely transient phenomena but the vehicle for an important metaphor about postmodernism or even constitutive
of postmodernism john d caputo explores the problems posited by the way in which science ethics politics art and
religion all claim to offer us the truth defending throughout a postmodern or hermeneutic theory of truth and
posits his own surprising theory of the many notions of truth john d caputo is a specialist in contemporary
hermeneutics and deconstruction with a special interest in religion in the postmodern condition the thomas j
watson professor of religion emeritus at syracuse university and the david r cook professor of philosophy emeritus
at villanova university he has spearheaded an idea he calls weak theology

The Later Works of John Dewey, Volume 16, 1925 - 1953 2008
choice 1998 outstanding academic books written in a manner accessible to non specialists this book provides an
introduction to all areas central to john dewey s philosophy aesthetics social and political philosophy education the
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philosophy of religion and theory of knowledge boisvert situates dewey as a thinker who could appreciate the
advance of science while remaining an empirical naturalist committed to the revelatory powers of lived experience

Instrumental Rationality 2020-04-29
might we be parts of a divine mind could anything like anafterlife make sense starting with a platonic answer to
why theworld exists immortality defended suggests we could well beimmortal in all of three separate ways tackles
the fundamental questions posed by our very existence among them why does the cosmos exist is there a divine
mindor god and in what sense might we have afterlives defends a belief in immortality without the need for
areligious affiliation or rejection of modern science explores the ideas of einsteinian immortality the divineafterlife
and the theory of an infinite and divine mind draws from the work of a wide range of philosophers fromancient
greece to the present day and incorporates up to datescientific findings written in a thought provoking and
engaging manner accessibleto anyone intrigued by the wonder of our being

John Gregory's Writings on Medical Ethics and Philosophy of
Medicine 2007-11-23
the meditations one of the key texts of western philosophy is the most widely studied of all descartes writings this
authoritative translation by john cottingham taken from the much acclaimed three volume cambridge edition of the
philosophical writings of descartes is based upon the best available texts and presents descartes central
metaphysical writings in clear readable modern english as well as the complete text of the meditations the reader
will find a thematic abridgement of the objections and replies which were originally published with the meditations
containing descartes replies to his critics these extracts specially selected for the present volume indicate the main
philosophical difficulties which occurred to descartes contemporaries and show how descartes developed and
clarified his arguments in response this edition contains a new comprehensive introduction to descartes philosophy
by john cottingham and the classic introductory essay on the meditations by bernard williams

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion 1880
it is sometimes said that the philosophy of education is not a serious and coherent philosophical area of inquiry
john wilson examines this argument taking it as the starting point for his book he believes that most philosophy of
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education until now has been little more than the promotion of particular ideologies and that progress can be made
only by a more analytical approach the central problems lies in establishing a few basic concepts principles and
categories and questions which will form the skeleton of the subject he therefore outlines the nature of philosophy
of education and defines some of its major problems by examining key notions such as the value of education the
nature and implications of learning and what should be learned

Genealogical Pragmatism 1997-01-01
preliminary discourse on the study of natural philosophy is a book by john f w herschel it delves into the general
nature of physical sciences while expounding on the principles needed for scientific studies

Truth 2013-09-26
john mcdowell s contribution to philosophy has ranged across greek philosophy philosophy of language philosophy
of mind metaphysics and ethics his writings have drawn on the works of amongst others aristotle kant hegel frege
russell wittgenstein sellars and davidson his contribitions have made him one of the most widely read discussed
and challenging philosophers writing today this book provides a careful account of the main claims that mcdowell
advances in a number of different areas of philosophy the interconnections between the different arguments are
highlighted and tim thornton shows how these individual projects are unified in a post kantian framework that
articulates the preconditions of thought and language thornton sets out the differing strands of mcdowell s work
prior to and leading up to their combination in the broader philosophical vision revealed in mind and world and
provides an interpretative and critical framework that will help shape ongoing debates surrounding mcdowell s
work an underlying theme of the book is whether mcdowell s therapeutic approach to philosophy which owes much
to the later wittgenstein is consistent with the substance of mcdowell s discussion of nature that uses the
vocabulary of other philosophers including centrally kant

John Dewey 1997-10-30
this book outlines the realist and pluralist philosophy of john anderson australia s most original thinker whose
articles and teaching at sydney university have deeply influenced australian intellectual life several main themes
run though his work but anderson never gave an overall account of his views this is remedied here in exhibiting the
range of anderson s thought from logic epistemology and theory of mind to language and social theory baker s
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work sketches realism as a systematic philosophical position and shows something of the history of ideas in
australia this book will be of particular interest to historians of modern philosophy and those studying realism

Immortality Defended 2008-04-15

Descartes: Meditations on First Philosophy 1996-04-18

Preface to the philosophy of education (International Library of the
Philosophy of Education Volume 24) 2010-02-25

Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy 2022-05-29

John McDowell 2014-05-10

Australian Realism 2009-03-19
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